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The University of Calgary is located on the traditional territories of the people of the Treaty 7 
region in Southern Alberta, which includes the Blackfoot Confederacy (including the Siksika, 
Piikani, Kainai First Nations), the Tsuut’ina, and the Stoney Nakoda (including the Chiniki, Bearspaw, 
and Wesley First Nations).  The City of Calgary is also home to Metis Nation of Alberta, Region III.

Land Acknowledgement

“Sôhkâtisiwin” is Cree for strength and power. 

The woman is the traditional fancy and hoop dancer 
Angela Gladue.”

10th AVENUE, Sw @kevinledo
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sincerely,

What 
is 

CELC

?

The 2023 Canadian Engineering 
Leadership Conference Organizing Team

It is with great pleasure that our 
Organizing Committee (OC) welcomes you on 
behalf of the Canadian Federations of 
Engineering Students (CFES) to the Canadian 
Engineering Leadership Conference (CELC) 
2023! 



CELC 2023 is the largest conference held by 
the CFES, bringing together student leaders 
– former, present and future, together to 
share ideas, learn new skills, and develop 
the engineering leaders of tomorrow. 



This year, the University of Calgary is 
pleased to host CELC 2023, inviting the best 
and brightest of the CFES to one of the 
first in-person conferences we’ve had since 
2020. Join us for the week in the Stampede 
City as we celebrate the engineering 
traditions fostered by the CFES and 
Regional organizations, and meet the other 
leaders dedicated to representation and 
growth from across the country.
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INNOVATION. 

ENGINEERING.


FUTURE.

PERSEVERING IN 

AN 
 

WORLDINNOVATING
Engineering Herald

Monday

DIVERSITYDIVERSITÉ

SUSTAINABILITYVIABILITÉ

TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGIE

02.01.23

CONFERENCE THEME
This year, we thought nothing fit better for the theme of the conference than “Persevering in an 
Innovating World”. We live in changing times, and technological innovations are being stimulated 
throughout the world. As engineers, what is our role in that innovation? How can we position 
ourselves, and our contemporaries to best ready themselves for these changing times?



The last time the city of Calgary was in the spotlight was during the 1988 Winter Olympic Games. 
Since then, the times have changed economically, culturally, and environmentally. To mark this 
growth, we brought together 2 key elements: the rich colours of the 1980s, and the 21st Century 
themes of the engineering world. Those are:
 

diversity, sustainability, and technology.
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A quarter of our sessions are allocated to Sustainability Leadership. Delegates will 
explore how Calgary-based organizations have innovated their practices to further their 
commitment to sustainable practices and initiatives.



CELC 2023 aims to bring in experts from the local industry to talk about how their 
organizations have tackled sustainability challenges and set an example on creating a 
sustainable future.

Sustainability

“For people who are living with the adversity of poverty, 
and the challenges of trauma, this image was conceived 

back in 1995 as a symbol of hope.”

7th avenue @dougyyc7th avenue @dougyyc
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Tech-
nology

CELC 2023 aims to highlight and showcase how 
technology has changed the industry in the last 
decade. Delegates will get the opportunity to 
learn how local Calgary-based organizations 
have used technology to solve the everyday 
problems that their organizations face. The OC 
aims to innovate on previous conferences, fully 
incorporate technology, and show attendees how 
we can transform and “level-up” the conference 
experience with tech. With new emerging 
technologies coming in every day, we can easily be 
intimidated by this new digital eco-space. Through 
our sessions, we aim to showcase some of the 
emerging technologies that our partners have 
incorporated into their organizations and show 
how leaders are using technology for good to 
drive innovation and positive change.

The redeveloped MacKimmie Complex is one of the 
most energy-efficient buildings on a Canadian post-

secondary campus, while also providing a healthy 
workplace for its occupants.

university court, nw University of 
calgary
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Fourteen sessions and workshops on Diversity Leadership will be introduced in our 

conference program. Delegates will have the opportunity to learn about engaging topics 

such as “Challenging the Status Quo,” “Persevering Leaders in Diversity,” and 

“Deconstructing the EDI Acronym.”



CELC 2023 strives to create a diverse and inclusive environment. These initiatives include but 

are not limited to: a completely English-French bilingual conference, venues setup with 

gender-neutral bathrooms and wheelchair-accessible spaces, and branding that 

accommodates seven types of colour blindness disorders.

dIVERSITY

“Upstream is a piece dedicated to all people who have 
walked steady against the current.”

17th avenue Doras Creative
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CElc

SChedule
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Jan 2 Jan 3 Jan 6 Jan 7 Jan 8Jan 4 Jan 5

Morning

Evening

Afternoon

Breakfast

Arrivals

Social

Event

Social

Event

Case Comp Case Comp Case Comp Case Comp

SessionsSessions

Career

Fair

Sessions

Sessions Sessions Sessions

Sessions

Sessions

Opening

Ceremony

Case Comp

Social

Event

Social

Event Banquet Closing


Events

Departures

Lunch

Detailed schedule will be released in the Delegate Package



Technology

Sustainability

Diversity

The Canadian Engineering Leadership Conference is divided into 4 streams 
with parallel programming. A delegate will choose A stream to attend 

throughout the 6 days. Note that each stream will have components of the 
Bands of CELC 2023: diversity, sustainability, & technology.

theme
All sessions in the Theme stream are focused on exploring what persevering in an 
innovative world looks like, how it can be achieved, as well as how to embrace it. 

Delegates will have access to workshops, lecture-styled sessions, round-table 
discussions, panels, and other interactive activities where they can explore how 

innovation drives the engineers of tomorrow. 

leadership
The Leadership stream is focused on the development of leadership 

skills and values; specifically for those that are “new” leaders. 
These sessions will show delegates how to develop as leaders and 

flourish in their leadership endeavours. This stream is targeted 
for 1st and 2nd year engineering students, but all delegates are 

welcome to attend.

engsoc
The EngSoc stream will focus on how both 
individuals and groups can strive towards 

club/society development and growth. These 
sessions will be focused on club/society 

governance, involvement, and support. 

Governance
The Governance stream is attended by VP 
Externals (or equivalent positions) from 

each attending society. Sessions will discuss 
policy changes within the CFES, a general 

assembly, mandates, international affairs, 
and general engineering governance 

discussions. 

CElc

STREAMS
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CASE

competition
This year, CELC will also feature a case competition throughout the conference. 
delegates will have scheduled time to develop their ideas and a presentation each 
afternoon. Delegates will showcase their solution to the given case competition 
problem at the end of the conference to a panel of industry experts. 



This case competition will allow delegates to apply what they’ve learned during the 
session and is meant to provide an avenue to showcase creativity and innovative 
thinking, along with a focus on communication and teamwork. 
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Hotel Arts
119 12 Ave SW
Calgary AB, Canada

Hotel

Information

12

https://www.google.com/maps/place/119+12+Ave+SW,+Calgary,+AB+T2R+0G8/@51.0413211,-114.0669613,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x53717002e00a010d:0x95d480987da74512!8m2!3d51.0413177!4d-114.0647726
https://www.google.com/maps/place/119+12+Ave+SW,+Calgary,+AB+T2R+0G8/@51.0413211,-114.0669613,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x53717002e00a010d:0x95d480987da74512!8m2!3d51.0413177!4d-114.0647726


ACCOMODATIONS
The rooming accommodations will be four (4) delegates per room. Each room 
contains two (2) queen-size beds. Therefore, delegates will be sharing a bed.


The Delegate Registration Form will contain survey questions about rooming 
preferences. The Organizing Committee will attempt to accommodate these 

requests when creating rooming lists, however it is not guaranteed. Delegates 
should keep in mind that they may be rooming with people they have never met 

before.




A delegate may request their own room, however the individual will be fully 
responsible for the cost. These rooms are subject to the hotel’s availability. 

This option will be indicated in the Delegate Registration Form.




Please ensure you fully understand and are comfortable with the rooming 
arrangements before registering for CELC.

Important note

Delegates arriving before Jan 2nd may book rooms at Hotel Arts with 
a reduced rate. Contact hospitality@celc.cfes.ca for special 

arrangements.
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Rooming

mailto:hospitality@celc.cfes.ca


Inclusivity is a top priority at CELC 2023. Our organizing team will attempt to make each 
accommodation possible. At the time of delegate registration, you will be able to indicate 
custom requests. If there are important accommodations that you think your delegate 
will need, let us know ahead of time so we can better prepare.

INCLUSIVITY AT CELC

sunnyside @_ALEXKWONG

@bravotoner
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